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Abstract
We define the new field of sustainability management in reference to the more well-known concept of sustainable
development. We argue that a sustainability management lens—predicated on the preservation of manufactured
and natural capital (and integrative of concepts of weak and strong sustainability)—is vital in advancing academic
and practical aspects of sustainable development. Sustainability management embodies the activities and
processes required to reach the goal of sustainable development. The field of sustainability management is
ultimately framed as fundamental in advancing environmental and corporate governance systems aimed at
providing current and future generations with an equitable level of access to manufactured and natural capital. We
identify the need to develop a practice of sustainability management that guides political, economic, social,
technological and legal aspects of human activity towards sustainable development.
Keywords: sustainability management, sustainable development, adaptive governance, environmental
governance, corporate governance, corporate social responsibility, natural capital, manufactured capital
1. Introduction
Sustainable development (SD) and sustainability management (SUSM) are related but distinct concepts. As
identified in the Brundtland Report, SD is synonymous with intragenerational and intergenerational equity
(Brundtland, 1987; Kates et al., 2005). Although there are numerous interpretations of SD (Ayres et al., 2001;
Jabareen, 2008), we define SD as the goal of providing future generations with an equitable level of access to
both manufactured and natural capital that ensures needs (economic, environmental, and social) are satisfied. We
define SUSM as a multidisciplinary and multi-stakeholder field of study and practice that is continuously
evolving to account for the growing spectrum of stakeholders dedicated to supporting SD and the relationships
between them. We argue that a SUSM lens, which values the preservation of both manufactured and natural
capital and integrates concepts of weak and strong sustainability, is necessary to advance the practice and study
of adaptive governance systems needed to achieve SD. Beyond governance, we stress the need to develop the
practical elements of SUSM designed to align unsustainable human activities—as determined by the SUSM
lens—with SD.
The first task for us is to develop a comprehensive definition of SUSM. We begin our analysis by developing an
understanding of humanity’s relationship with the natural world and related multifaceted efforts to protect shared
resource systems. We argue that SUSM theory blends divergent disciplines to support a multidisciplinary and
multi-stakeholder approach to promoting SD. We then examine SUSM’s polycentric approach to meeting
stakeholder needs to highlight the field’s tendency to create SD solutions for stakeholders at the individual,
organizational, and societal levels. Our understanding of SUSM theory suggests the practice of SUSM requires
localized and contrasting approaches to SD.
Our second task is to ground SUSM in the context of SD. We argue that a SUSM lens conceptualizes SD issues
through the spectrum of weak sustainability (WS) and strong sustainability (SS). To support this argument, we
examine opposing views on the value of manufactured and natural capital in two steps. First, we illustrate the
capacity and limitations for WS to support SD. Second, we discuss the risks SS creates towards manufactured
capital alongside the need to protect natural capital. By contrasting the two sides of the WS and SS spectrum, we
propose that a SUSM lens accepts that current and future generations require equitable access to both
manufactured and natural capital and siloed approaches, as evidenced in the WS/SS dichotomy, are unable to
balance the needs of SD stakeholders. A SUSM lens is thus beneficial for identifying opportunities to align
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-political, economic, social, technological, environmental, and legal aspects of human activity (Note 1) along a
spectrum of sustainability to better preserve and harmonize manufactured and natural capital.
With the definition and theoretical conceptualization of SUSM established, our last task is to apply the SUSM
lens we propose here to the subtopics of environmental governance and corporate governance (Note 2). In both
cases, a SUSM lens is useful in revealing the limitations of governance systems grounded in rigid value systems
and theories to support the preservation of both manufactured and natural capital.
We first apply a SUSM lens to environmental governance systems predicated on technocentrism to highlight the
limitations of a technocentric approach to preserving natural capital. In our analysis, the rebound effect and
intergenerational discounting emerge as clear indicators of the failure of technocentrism to support the
intergenerational transfer of natural capital. When we apply the SUSM lens to environmental governance
systems predicated on ecocentrism, the concept of degrowth reveals the limitations of ecocentric governance
systems to support the preservation of manufactured capital. Ultimately, technocentric and ecocentric approaches
to environmental governance fail to recognize the complementary nature of manufactured and natural capital. A
SUSM lens thus reveals opportunity to advance scholarship on blended approaches to environmental
governance.
We then apply a SUSM lens to corporate governance systems predicated on shareholder theory. As our analysis
shows, corporate governance systems that fail to integrate socio-economic and environmental considerations into
business practices provide limited—if any—value for the long-term preservation of manufactured and natural
capital. We then apply a SUSM lens to corporate governance systems based on stakeholder theory to
demonstrate potential synergies between the private sector and the preservation of manufactured and natural
capital. Corporate sustainability practices such as shared value creation (SVC), environmental management
systems, and life cycle assessments (LCAs) provide examples of how the private sector can support continued
operations as well as the preservation of manufactured and natural capital. However, concerns pertaining to the
value of corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs—as well as greenwashing and lobbying—highlight that
corporate governance systems cannot ensure alignment between corporate business practices and the
preservation and harmonization of manufactured and natural capital. In this case, a SUSM lens reveals the need
for continued scholarship on flexible corporate governance systems that better operate on a weak and strong
sustainability spectrum.
We conclude with a discussion on the deficiencies in siloed approaches to environmental and corporate
governance, which fail to simultaneously preserve manufactured and natural capital. Our discussion stresses that
a multifaceted SUSM lens is useful in advocating for continued scholarship in adaptive governance and practices
that better protect manufactured and natural capital for current and future generations.
2. Defining Sustainability Management
SUSM is a nascent field that provides stakeholders at the individual, organizational, and societal levels with the
tools to measure and manage environmental and socio-economic issues (Starik & Kanashiro, 2013) while
simultaneously serving as a platform to advocate for more radical, transformational changes within societal and
economic systems (Seyfang, 2009). Starting from the core values and principles of SD identified in the
Brundtland Report (Kates et al., 2005), SUSM can be defined as a multidisciplinary and multi-stakeholder field
of study and practice that is continuously evolving based on the integration of (and relationships between) a
growing field of stakeholders dedicated to addressing environmental stewardship and sustainable development
issues. As a result, SUSM contains “a number of contradictions and complexities” intrinsic to its nature (Byl &
Slawinski, 2015, p. 73). The components of this definition will be further elaborated, starting with developing an
understanding of humanity’s relationship with the natural world and related multifaceted efforts to protect shared
resource systems.
2.1 Humanity’s Relationship with Nature
Strategies for protecting shared resource systems are often centered on differing perspectives of humanity’s
relationship with nature. One perspective sees humans as incapable of supporting shared resources without
strong government intervention or coercive actions. A Hobbesian approach to environmental stewardship would
require individual freedoms to be surrendered to a sovereign government tasked with implementing coercive
actions to protect shared resource systems. In effect, human nature requires restraint to avoid ruining shared
resource systems. Olson asserts that shared interests could only be secured in small societies through coercive
tactics incentivizing individuals to support the interests of the wider public as opposed to narrow self-interest
(Olson, 1965). Hardin expands this view and asserts that unappeasable self-interest, boundless individual
freedom, and a dearth of coercive tactics designed to curb humanity’s impact on the planet will eventually result
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in the collapse of Earth systems (Hardin, 1968). Both Olson and Hardin believe that human nature makes it
impossible to protect shared resource systems. However, there are alternative views for how best to leverage
human nature to protect the environment.
Another perspective sees humans as capable of agreeing in community rules to govern access to shared resources.
In this Ostromian perspective, rules generated from within communities are more effective than rules imposed
on a community from external stakeholders (Herzberg, 2020; Ostrom, 2015). In this view, there are numerous
governance systems that can protect shared resource systems based on local community institutions engaging
with state and scientific entities and without the need for Hobbes’s Leviathan (Dietz et al., 2017). This
perspective rejects uniform approaches to environmental stewardship. Ostrom asserts that “neither the state nor
the market is uniformly successful in enabling individuals to sustain long-term, productive use of natural
resource systems” (Ostrom, 2015, p. 1). A dispersed, regional approach to environmental stewardship aligns with
the views espoused by Rittel and Webber—who argue that there is no single, objective approach to advancing a
common good, as needs and morals are different between and within societies (Rittel & Webber, 1973).
While Olson, Hardin, and Hobbes advocate for the protection of shared resource systems through curbing the
excesses of human nature, Dietz et al., Herzberg, Ostrom, and Rittel and Webber recognize the need to leverage
humanity’s dynamic community approaches to governance. The Ostromian perspective of environmental
stewardship predicated on a multifaceted, decentralized network of governance systems better reflects SUSM’s
multidisciplinary and multi-stakeholder qualities, as discussed below.
2.2 Multidisciplinary and Multi-Stakeholder
SUSM is multidisciplinary because the field seeks to address environmental issues that transcend different
academic and professional subjects (e.g., ecology, political science, business, etc.). One of the focal issues of
SUSM is the Anthropocene, a new period of Earth’s history characterized by the discernible impact humanity in
planetary systems such as the climate (Crutzen, 2002; Steffen et al., 2018). When assessing the Anthropocene,
SUSM requires a multidisciplinary approach to understand the complexities of climate through mathematics,
science, and physics; moreover, the drivers and impacts of climate change must also be examined using many
differing fields of study (Burroughs, 2001).
SUSM is also a multi-stakeholder approach to environmental governance. The United Nations Office of
Sustainable Development notes that multi-stakeholder partnerships are a “powerful mechanism to achieve
transformation” (United Nations Office for Sustainable Development, 2020, p. 77) that allows for the
mobilization and sharing of knowledge and financial resources in support of advancing the SDGs. Within the
field of SUSM, stakeholders (individuals and groups) come from different academic disciplines and different
public and private sector organizations at the local, national, and international levels. In effect, SUSM does not
require a single, central governing institution but instead relies upon a polycentric network of different
stakeholders to advance a common set of principles pertaining to environmental stewardship.
The multidisciplinary and multi-stakeholder nature of SUSM is required for achieving a sustainable future.
While the definition of “sustainability” is subject to ongoing debate and change (Ayres et al., 2001), the meaning
of “sustainable development” is often drawn from the 1987 Brundtland Report, which defined the term as
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs” (Brundtland, 1987). This support of intergenerational equity is embedded within the SDGs.
Established in 2015, the SDGs provide a roadmap for the international community to alleviate poverty, protect
the environment, and ensure economic prosperity by 2030 (United Nations, n.d.). As noted by Nilsson et al, the
17 SDGs are interlinked and must be advanced as a collective (rather than individually) to avoid “perverse
outcomes” (Nilsson et al., 2016, p. 320). These interlinkages are further examined by Stafford-Smith et al, who
highlights interlinkages across sectors, across societal actors, and between countries (including countries of
varying income levels) in order to assert that a systems view is required to support implementation of the SDGs
(Stafford-Smith et al., 2017). Gibson provides a clear example of these interlinkages by noting that much like the
alleviation of poverty requires more than economic analysis, environmental stewardship requires more than a
biophysical approach (Gibson, 2009, p. 261). To that end, the success or failure of the SDGs ultimately relies
upon the integration of multiple disciplines and stakeholders (e.g., public, private, individual, organizational,
state, and non-state) to address the series of interconnected issues the SDGs are trying to ameliorate (Burch et al.,
2014; Chan et al., 2019; Kates et al., 2005).
While SUSM is aligned with transnational efforts such as the UN SDGs, the field transcends international
sustainable development initiatives. SUSM will continue to evolve based on the ongoing interactions of
stakeholders and disciplines, worsening risks towards shared resource systems, and a developing understanding
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of these risks. The disciplines and stakeholders associated with SUSM will continue to evolve in tandem with
continued insights on environmental stewardship and sustainable development issues. However, the core tenants
of SUSM that have been described above, namely the support for locally generated governance arrangements,
multidisciplinary and multi-stakeholder approaches to supporting sustainable development and environmental
stewardship, will remain.
3. A Sustainability Management Lens
The intent of this section is to develop a critical SUSM lens that values both manufactured and natural capital.
We assert that a SUSM lens examines issues of SD along the spectrum of Weak Sustainability (WS) and Strong
Sustainability (SS). To support this assertion, we begin by providing an overview of WS and SS to highlight the
conceptual differences between these two approaches to SD. We then study the capacity and limitations of WS
and SS to support intergenerational equity. Finally, we demonstrate how a SUSM lens is useful in examining
whether specific human activity supports SD through the preservation of manufactured and natural capital as
well as identifying opportunities to modify human activity to support SD.
3.1 Manufactured and Natural Capital
Natural capital can be understood as the finite raw materials required for industrial production; more broadly,
natural capital can include resources and ecosystems integral to the continued wellbeing of humanity (Dietz &
Neumayer, 2007). Manufactured capital can be viewed as the products, services, and financial returns created via
industrial processes dependent on raw materials. WS and SS support differing views on the substitutability of
manufactured and natural capital. WS supports the view that natural capital can be substituted so long as future
generations are provided with a material benefit in the form of manufactured capital. SS does not allow for such
substitutions and asserts that economic systems cannot be sustained through continued environmental
exploitation and that future generations should be afforded access to natural capital (Ayres et al., 2001; Dietz &
Neumayer, 2007).
3.2 Weak Sustainability
WS generates potential risks and benefits towards the preservation of manufactured capital. The Republic of
Nauru serves as an example of how natural capital can be substituted to provide future generations with
manufactured capital. The Pacific island experienced economic growth over the 20th century due to intensive
mining. While mining resulted in significant environmental decay, a trust fund was established using the
generated income (Ayres et al., 2001). Nauru also provides an example of the risks associated with engaging in
WS practices. A continental economic crisis destroyed most of the fund financed by the mining efforts, and
Nauru was left with a decimated environment (Ayres et al., 2001). Future generations of Nauruans will not have
access to the same level of natural or manufactured capital as their forbearers; thus, while WS was employed on
the island, intergenerational equity was ultimately not secured.
Despite the poor outcome for Nauru, WS can still support the preservation of natural capital. For example,
Norway’s robust pension fund is made possible through revenues of the nation’s oil and gas operations
(Richardson, 2011). The Norway model demonstrates a clear substitution of natural capital for manufactured
capital that may provide material financial benefits to multiple generations. Similarly, carbon markets have the
potential to create financial incentives to mitigate carbon emissions while generating revenue to support societal
welfare (Spaargaren & Mol, 2013). Importantly, carbon markets are not designed to eliminate carbon emissions
altogether—they simply disincentivize emissions while providing financial returns to offset the environmental
impact of carbon intensive activities (Wang et al., 2017). In sum, WS does not eliminate environmental pressures
caused by human activity, but it can generate manufactured capital for future generations to partially and
imperfectly offset the loss of natural capital.
3.3 Strong Sustainability
Limited understanding of the feasibility and structure of SS systems could create risks towards the preservation
of manufactured capital. Extreme forms of SS could be untenable to the continuation of modern society (Gray,
2010), whereas more moderate approaches would merely restrict the substitution of critical natural capital for
manufactured capital (Pelenc & Ballet, 2015). Critical natural capital is an integral component to the wellbeing
of ecosystems required for continued human wellbeing (Dietz & Neumayer, 2007; Pelenc & Ballet, 2015). It can
be argued that recent policy decisions to prohibit construction of the Keystone XL pipeline were an example of
SS—as the potential risks to the environment were deemed to be against the national interests of the United
States (Monga, 2021). Yet despite such conceptualizations of SS, a practical strategy outlining how to navigate
the uncertainty and scale of SS transitions has not been devised. However, SS aim of preserving natural capital
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can be inteegrated into addaptive governance systems.
Recognitioon of the valuee of both manufactured and natural capitaal corresponds with calls to support hybrid
d and
multifaceteed approachess to SD (Gladw
win et al., 19995). SUSM’s role in supporrting sustainabble transitions is to
integrate aand optimize WS
W and SS conncepts across ddiffering stakeeholders, econoomic sectors, aand systems. To
T do
so, a SUSM
M lens must iddentify opportuunities to alignn activities andd processes on a spectrum off sustainability.
3.4 Applying the Sustainnability Managgement Lens
o determiningg whether hum
man activities, e.g., environnmental or corrporate govern
nance
A SUSM lens focuses on
manufactured aand natural cappital for futuree generations. Beyond reflec
ction,
systems, support the preeservation of m
action is ceentral to SUSM
M’s value as a field of study and practice.

Figurre 1. SUSM as a field of studdy and practicee
As noted iin Figure 1, a SUSM lens caan examine whhether specific human activitties (e.g., actioons and behaviors,)
support SD
D (i.e., preserrve manufactuured and natuural capital forr future generrations) or doo not (i.e., exh
haust
manufactuured and natural capital for future generattions). The connsiderations used to determiine alignment with
the WS-SS
S spectrum aree varied. To exxamine whetheer human activvity does or dooes not supporrt SD, SUSM (as a
field of prractice) shouldd embrace thee complex inteeractions betw
ween political, economic, soccial, technolog
gical,
environmeental, and legaal aspects of the activity. F
For each activvity examinedd under a SUSM lens, a binary
question iss asked: does this
t activity falll within the W
WS-SS spectrum
m by preservinng a balance bbetween natura
al and
manufactuured capital. If
I an activityy is identifiedd as unsustaiinable, then P
PESTEL aspeects are exam
mined
individuallly and in tanddem to diagnoose areas of im
mprovement. A SUSM lenss thus highlighhts whether hu
uman
activity is focused on inntergenerationaal equity and creates opporttunities for thee operationalizzation of SUSM to
amelioratee unsustainablee developmentt practices.
In the nexxt section, a SU
USM lens is aapplied to envvironmental annd corporate ggovernance sysstems to deterrmine
whether exxisting structurres balance and preserve botth forms of cappital for future generations.
4. Opporttunities to Advvance New Goovernance Sysstems
Governancce is a central topic within thhe field of SU
USM that referss to the ability of actors (e.g., governmentss and
organizatioons) to create and administeer rules (Burchh et al., 2014; Fukuyama, 20013). The intennt of this section is
to examinee two subtopiccs of governannce: environmeental governannce and corporrate governancce. In both casses, a
SUSM lenns reveals silooed approaches to environm
mental and corrporate governnance systems that are unab
ble to
support a holistic view of SD that w
will provide fu
future generatiions with acceess to manufaactured and na
atural
capital.
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4.1 Environmental Governance
Environmental governance pertains to the implementation and performance of rules supporting the wellbeing of
the environment and society (Bennett & Satterfield, 2018). Technocentrism and ecocentrism offer contrasting
approaches to environmental governance.
4.1.1 Environmental Governance (Technocentrism)
Rooted in neoclassical economic theory, technocentric environmental governance support the preservation of
manufactured capital via a technological approach to SD (Emetumah, 2017; Gladwin et al., 1995; Illge &
Schwarze, 2006). A technocentric view is grounded in the belief that perpetual technological innovations will be
able to mitigate and repaire environmental damage caused by human activity (Costanza, 1989). Technocentrism
is unable to support social, ethical, or behavioural changes to prevent environmental issues from emerging
(Chertow, 2000; Gladwin et al., 1995). A SUSM lens focused on the preservation of manufactured and natural
capital reveals two issues with a technocentric approach to environmental governance: the rebound effect and
discounting.
The rebound effect is perhaps best examined in the use of electric vehicles (EVs). As the cost to drive is lower
than traditional powertrains, EV owners often rely on personal transportation more than they otherwise would
(Ivanova et al., 2016). Not only are the efficiency improvements of EVs offset by increased usage, there are also
concerns about the lifecycle costs of EVs in comparison to traditional fuel vehicles (Hawkins et al., 2013). The
rebound effect limits the ability of technology to protect natural capital and notes that efficiency improvements
are often accompanied by increased resource consumption (Hertwich, 2005). Therefore, technological
advancements alone may fail to provide net environmental benefits (Binswanger, 2001).
Discounting translates future values into modern monetary values (Goulder & Stavins, 2001), which creates
inherent intergenerational conflict by allowing the current generation to prescribe future value to manufactured
and natural capital. The discount rate used to support policy decisions is contentious, as higher rates place less
emphasis on future benefits and more on current costs. Although a discount rate of zero would ensure that value
and impact of investments would be the same for both current and future generations, there are also issues with
this approach. Notably, a null discount rate fails to set parameters on time—in effect, a discount rate of zero
would require modern sacrifices to support the interests of generations thousands of years from now (Pearce et
al., 2003). In sum, high discount rates favor the wellbeing of current generations, and a discount rate of zero will
perpetually disenfranchise modern society. Discounting is thus innately opposed to intergenerational equity as it
provides modern society with the sole discretion of determining the value of manufactured and natural capital for
future generations without consideration for future preferences (Pearce et al., 2003).
4.1.2 Environmental Governance (Ecocentrism)
Rooted in ecological economic theory, ecocentric environmental governance supports transforming economic,
political, and social systems to address environmental issues (Costanza, 1989; Emetumah, 2017; Gladwin et al.,
1995; Illge & Schwarze, 2006). In so doing, environmental governance systems aligned with ecocentrism are
focused on preserving natural capital for future generations (Gladwin et al., 1995; Illge & Schwarze, 2006). This
view is best represented by the degrowth movement.
Degrowth protects natural capital at the cost of manufactured capital. Degrowth promotes a causal relationship
between economic growth and environmental decay which requires restrictions on continued substitution of
natural capital. Global economic growth has largely been achieved through industrialization predicated on the
exploitation of natural resources (Allen, 2008; Schandl et al., 2016; Smil, 2017). Economic growth is measured
using metrics associated with wealth (e.g., income levels, gross domestic product) (Hammer & Pivo, 2017).
However, economic performance does not necessarily translate to qualitative increases in quality of life or
long-term improvements for society as a whole (Singh & Eisenmenger, 2010). Further, global economic systems
reliant on unlimited economic growth via the exploitation of finite resources ultimately threaten Earth systems
vital for human survival (Hsiang & Kopp, 2018; Steffen et al., 2015; Vörösmarty et al., 2010). For these reasons,
advocates for degrowth call for reduced consumption and production in order to protect Earth systems and
human wellbeing (Gibbs & O’Neill, 2017). Environmental governance systems mandating degrowth would
result in future generations receiving more natural capital than current and WS practices would provide; however,
the financial impact to nations, organizations, and individuals could be severe. A SUSM lens reveals that
environmental governance systems promoting degrowth would be unable to support the preservation of
manufactured capital and limit the capacity of future generations to thrive.
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4.2 Corporate Governance
Corporate governance pertains to the implementation of rules and norms governing the relationship between the
private sector and related stakeholders (e.g., employees, shareholders, governments, community, etc.) (Monks &
Minow, 2011). Shareholder theory and stakeholder theory provide conflicting views on the role of the private
sector in society.
4.2.1 Corporate Governance (Shareholder Theory)
Shareholder theory provides current generations with access to manufactured capital. Under the shareholder
theory, the only role of firms is to generate profit (Friedman, 1970). The “input-output” model aligns with
Friedman’s logic and only requires a firm to transactionally interact with its employees, investors, and suppliers
to deliver products to consumers (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). While corporate governance systems predicated
on shareholder theory allow for the continued production of goods and services for a finite period (until natural
resources are exhausted), narrow views on profit maximization can result in limited availability of both
manufactured and natural capital for future generations.
4.2.2 Corporate Governance (Stakeholder Theory)
The stakeholder theory advocates for the creation of shared value between businesses and society, which can
support the protection of natural capital while maintaining modern economic systems. The stakeholder model
(which aligns with stakeholder theory) requires a firm to interact more materially with a wider network of
stakeholders (e.g., governments, unions, communities) (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). SVC creates economic
incentives for firms while simultaneously creating benefits for society and the environment. An example of SVC
is seen in a review of Walmart’s reduction of product packaging, which created both environmental and
economic benefits (Porter & Kramer, 2011). SVC can also be seen in the widespread use of environmental
management systems (e.g., ISO 14001) and LCAs, both of which serve to provide benefits to corporations and
their supply chains (e.g., standardized approaches to environmental management and regulatory compliance)
while also mitigating environmental impacts of operations (Morrow & Rondinelli, 2002). Accordingly, corporate
governance systems predicated on stakeholder theory allow firms to protect (and in some cases enhance) their
financial performance while simultaneously preserving natural and manufactured capital. However, there are
concerns about the efficacy of corporate sustainability initiatives such as CSR.
The definition of CSR is varied (Bansal & Song, 2017; Dahlsrud, 2008; Porter & Kramer, 2006) and continues to
evolve over time (Carroll, 1999). Yet CSR can simply be viewed as corporate initiatives that are: (a) distinct (but
not disconnected) from the financial interest of a firm and (b) designed to support socio-economic and/or
environmental issues (Billedeau & Wilson, 2021). Corporate governance systems predicated on stakeholder
theory encourage corporations to support the protection of manufactured and natural capital through CSR
initiatives; however, these initiatives often provide limited value. CSR initiatives are often shallow and fail to
create long-term change or benefits (Porter & Kramer, 2011). For example, the validity of CSR programs is
questioned by research noting that corporate philanthropic initiatives often amount to little more than tax
avoidance (Sikka, 2010). Worse, CSR can often be used to mask the true negative impacts of corporate
operations.
The use of greenwashing and lobbying provide further evidence that existing corporate governance systems
predicated on stakeholder theory fail to ensure the alignment of private sector operations and the preservation of
manufactured and natural capital. Greenwashing can be viewed as communication practices designed to mask
poor environmental performance (Delmas & Burbano, 2011). An example of greenwashing can be seen in the
use of eco-labels. A case study examining the use of third party eco-labels in the forestry sector of Brazil,
Indonesia, and Côte d’Ivoire concludes that the use of eco-labeling did not result in any material change in
operations or environmental impact (e.g., deforestation) (van der Ven et al., 2018). The inefficacy of eco-labeling
is made worse by firms shifting away from independent third-party environmental certifications in favor of
creating in-house eco-brands that are merely designed to serve as an advertisement tool, rather than a meaningful
strategy to support SD (Subramanian, 2019). Large firms also employ lobbyists to delegitimize the findings of
environmental scientists and weaken environmental regulations (Oreskes & Conway, 2015). Without corporate
oversight, there is the potential for stakeholder corporate governance systems to appear supportive of aligning
their operations along a spectrum of sustainability without doing so. In sum, existing corporate governance
systems predicated on stakeholder theory fail to ensure the alignment of business operations with the
preservation of manufactured and natural capital, which highlights the need for further scholarship better
coupling the interests of the private sector with SD.
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5. Discussion
Applying a SUSM lens on environmental and corporate governance systems highlights that existing, siloed
approaches to governance fail to holistically support SD. A SUSM lens reveals a need to develop adaptive
governance systems that support the preservation of manufactured and natural capital. A SUSM lens also reveals
opportunities for the practical implementation of SUSM. The practice of SUSM must be equipped to align
political, economic, social, technological, environmental, and legal factors of human activity with SD. The
breadth of these factors underscores the need for SUSM to be a multidisciplinary and multistakeholder field of
study and practice—as no single stakeholder nor academic/professional background is equipped to examine
(much less ameliorate) such complexities.
In terms of environmental governance, a SUSM lens revealed limitations of systems predicated on
technocentrism and ecocentrism to preserve both natural and manufactured capital. Technocentrism supports the
mitigation of environmental impacts caused by human activity but does not ensure the prevention of further
environmental decay. The ability of a technocentric approach to SD to support the equitable maintenance of
manufactured and natural capital is diminished by the rebound effect and concerns over discounting. Conversely,
ecocentrism appreciates the intrinsic connection between humanity and the natural world and seeks to preserve
natural capital for future generations. While ecocentric approaches to SD draw attention to the root causes of
environmental pressures, governance systems predicated on ecocentrism could fail to preserve manufactured
capital if degrowth policies are enforced. As a result of these limitations to protect both forms of capital, a SUSM
lens supports continued scholarship on blended approaches to SD that can be applied to environmental
governance systems.
As for corporate governance, a SUSM lens focused on the preservation of manufactured and natural capital
revealed limitations on systems predicated on shareholder and stakeholder theories. Governance systems
predicated on shareholder theory fail to ensure that future generations will have access to manufactured and
natural capital. Alternatively, governance systems predicated on stakeholder theory support the alignment of
corporate, environmental, and societal interests. While there are examples of corporations aligning with
stakeholder theory using SVC, LCA, and environmental management systems, limited enforcement mechanisms
within corporate governance systems present risks towards manufactured and natural capital as evidenced in
ineffective CSR programs, greenwashing and corporate lobbying. Accordingly, a SUSM lens is useful in
advancing (and advocating for) scholarship on governance systems and SUSM practices that address the
incongruences between the private sector and SD.
6. Conclusion
We argued in this paper that a SUSM lens—predicated on the preservation of manufactured and natural capital
and integrative of concepts of weak and strong sustainability—is useful in advancing the practice and study of
environmental and corporate governance systems aimed at providing current and future generations with an
equitable level of access to both natural and manufatured capital.
We highlighted the centrality of preserving the competing needs of diverse stakeholders within the theory and
practice of SD and SUSM. Subsequently, we argued that a SUSM lens conceptualizes SD issues through the
spectrum of WS and SS. We demonstrated that an SUSM lens values the preservation of both manufactured and
natural capital, as both are vital to ensuring the needs of current and future generations. To that end, as SUSM
continues to develop, further scholarship will be required on connecting the SUSM lens (which identifies
sustainable and unsustainable development activities) and the practical implementation of SUSM (which
attempts to correct unsustainable development practices).
We concluded that a SUSM lens highlights the inability of siloed environmental and corporate governance
systems to support a holistic conception of SD. Consequently, there is an opportunity to advance scholarship on
adaptive forms of governance that support transitions away from a state of decay onto a spectrum of
sustainability, wherein stakeholders protect manufactured and natural capital for future generations. Adaptive
governance systems must perpetually integrate and optimize WS and SS theories and practices across differing
stakeholders, economic sectors, and systems to ensure a cumulative advancement of SD.
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Notes
Note 1. These factors are derived from the PASTEL framework used to analyze organizational performance.
Note 2. Environmental and corporate governance are central to ongoing SUSM discourse, as:
1) SUSM literature highlights a need for further scholastic and practical advancement in governance systems that
are capable of balancing socio-economic and environmental interests (Costanza et al., 2000; T. Dietz et al., 2017;
Folke et al., 2005, 2011; Westley et al., 2011).
2) SUSM literature denotes a disconnect between environmental researchers—who have documented how
human activity connects to the decay of Earth systems (Hsiang & Kopp, 2018; Steffen et al., 2018; Vörösmarty
et al., 2010)—and governance stakeholders have largely adopted a “business-as-usual” approach to
environmental stewardship (Wright & Nyberg, 2017, 1657).
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